Chapter 941

“Oooooh, Wayzakura-san.”Moe whimpered and cried.

Wanderer remained silent, and in the blink of an eye, he lost three of his partners, and they all died so
tragically.

Omi was trembling all over, his teeth biting through his lips, Wei Sakura’s last words still lingering in his
mind, “Goodbye, brothers and sisters, and Omi, actually, I like you a lot.”This woman who had been
anonymous, she had actually been fond of Omi, she had rushed out to block that knife with her own
flesh at a critical moment, not only because of the love of all of you brothers and sisters, but also
because she liked Omi and was willing to block everything with her own life.

On the ground before.

That captain’s face was extremely ugly, his final, desperate, heaven-breaking blade didn’t even cleave
down all of them, it only cleaved down one woman, and the rest fled.
Behind this captain, a group of people said in grief, “Captain, Ah Bang and Eugene are dead, the brothers
who were with us for more than ten years died like this, I really can’t accept it.”

“Captain, Ah Bang and Eugene, would never die just like that for no reason, that man just now, must be
Omi, we have to avenge our brothers.”The other skinny man said through gritted teeth.

The head of that other party’s gaze was gloomy as he looked at the two corpses on the ground,
completely lifeless, even though their bodies were intact.In terms of misery, Omi’s brother died even
worse, split in half, they were at least still intact bodies.A healer on the other side stood up and cried,
“Captain, dead, they’re brain dead, they’re powerless.”

The other side’s headmaster’s eyes burst with a chilling light, and said through gritted teeth, “My
brothers, Explosion and Eugene, will never die in vain, I will make the man who killed him, bury him with
me.”

In the sky, after flying for an unknown amount of time, the fire demon suddenly couldn’t hold on and his
body began to fall to the ground.

Lang Tian Ya was busy asking, “Brother Fire Demon, what’s wrong with you?” Remember the URL
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“I can’t hold on any longer because I’m too injured and just consumed greatly, I guess I should have
escaped far away, it’s impossible for them to catch up.”

Saying that, the fire demon blasted down into the primeval jungle below, then fell into unconsciousness,
while Omi and the others fell to the ground.

Despite the pain of the fall, Omi’s eyes were still lifeless, as if the scene of Wei Sakura’s death just now,
and the death of Yi Tianxing and his wife, still made Omi unable to calm his heart down.

Omi’s eyes were bursting with a boundless hatred, facing that kind of powerful enemy, Omi had already
pleaded so low and low, and as a result, they still didn’t give a way out, the hatred within Omi’s heart
could not be described with words.

“Brother Omi, how are you?”Xiao Meng came over to help Omi up.

“Let’s not talk so much, let’s get out of here quickly, this is the Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts, now Omi
is seriously injured and the Fire Demon is also seriously injured, if we encounter a more powerful beast,
we have to give an account here today, it’s not easy to escape, it would be too bad to die here again.”

“Bah, bah, crow’s feet.”

But, when finished, he gazed dumbly at the back of Long Tian Ya.

Wanderlust seemed to have sensed something, and when they turned back, they saw a dark eye staring
at them.

They had just fallen from the sky, and the commotion was quite loud, attracting a nearby beast to them.

This beast, with a very ugly appearance, somewhat resembled a lizard, but, definitely

Don’t doubt its strength, this beast had about the strength of the complete Unity Realm, it was never
something Omi and the others could deal with.

Omi’s meridians were all shattered, only Long Tianya and Xiaomeng had the power to fight, but
Xiaomeng had only just stepped into the Unity Realm, and although Long Tianya was in the late stage of
the Unity Realm, it wasn’t enough to see.

Long Tianya filled with anger roared, “Why so unlucky, does the heavens really want to exterminate us.”

Long Tianya looked angry, and helpless, rather than being angry, he was actually pleading with the
heavens.

Xiao Meng also felt desperate inside, at a time like this, a beast with the perfect strength of the Unity
Realm came out, this was really going to give them a desperate path.

On the other hand, Omi sobered up from his godless state just now.

Omi said, “As things stand now, one that gets out alive is one that gets out alive, you guys go, I’ll stay
and deal with it.”

“Brother Omi, you’re already like this, how can you deal with it, you’ll die.”

Omi’s gaze was resolute, “It’s come to this, do you think I still want to live, Wei Sakura can die for her
siblings, but I can’t?Stop it, you go, you still have the energy to leave this forest, and I’ve got a shattered
warp anyway.”

“Omi, how can you fight it with your meridians shattered.”Lang Tianya was in a hurry to jump up, if he
could, he really wanted to kneel down to the heavens and plead for a way to live.

Omi stared at the dumb beast, crawled up with all his strength, and said with a firm voice, “Just because
my meridians are shattered, doesn’t mean I’m useless, I have a way, go, don’t make me say it twice.”

“Omi brother I’m not leaving, I’m going to die together.”Xiao Meng cried.

Omi bellowed, “Wanderlust, I order you to take Xiao Meng and leave immediately.”

“Can.”

“Go.”Omi roared.

“Ahhh,” Wanderlust also roared, seemingly cornered by Omi, so he had to bite his teeth, pick up
Xiaomeng and immediately flee into the distance.

“Roar.”The beast roared, as if it wanted to go after it.

Omi stopped it at once.

Omi was already fighting with all his might, as if he was a strong crossbow, his martial arts skills would
never be able to defeat the beast, so Omi had no choice but to disregard everything and use the God
Sucking Great Law again.

Originally, Omi’s God-sucking Great Law was going to dissipate a long time ago, but unfortunately it
couldn’t, Omi had been trying to suppress it for the past month, always on guard against the backlash of
the God-sucking Great Law’s power.

But now, Omi was going to use the God Sucking Great Law again.

The consequences of this were already needless to say, perhaps, Omi was directly subjected to reverse
devouring and brain death.

Therefore, Omi was prepared for death, just for Xiao Meng and Long Tianya to leave alive.

Wanderlust hugged the crying Xiao Meng, howling and crying while running like hell, in his mind, he
seemed to see the image of Omi being torn apart by that beast, but, he was helpless, he couldn’t stop,
otherwise Omi’s efforts would be meaningless.

Soon, they escaped far away, but it wasn’t enough, they had to stop until they completely ran out of the
Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts.

“Humble human, you’re injured like this now and attempting to fight against me?You think you can stop
me?”The beast sent a mental message to Omi.
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“Well, we’ll only know if we can stop it or not if we try.”

“Are all humans so out of their depth?”

“Right.”Omi’s eyes were cold, already looking for an opportunity, and Omi only had one chance.

“Looking for death.”The beast pounced on Omi.

Omi’s Sucking Spirit Great Law was already in operation, fortunately Omi’s meridians were not
completely shattered like the first time they shattered, this time they were not completely shattered,
the meridians were cracking countless times, but Omi fought hard not to have this meridian and
forcefully operated the Sucking Spirit Great Law, Omi’s meridians were already starting to crumble bit by
bit.

“Drink.”Omi rushed up to the beast and performed a Ghost Wheel Execution, and the meridians even
more widely collapsed.

However, Omi did also reach the beast’s skull in the blink of an eye and slapped it on the skull.

“God-sucking Great Law.”Omi bellowed wildly, frantically, desperately sucking that beast’s spiritual
energy.

What spirit reversal, what meridian collapse, all of them had been thrown to the back of his mind.

“Ow.”The beast shrieked, struggling frantically to throw Omi out, but how would Omi give it a chance, in
less than ten seconds, the beast was already shaking and about to fall, finally holding on for a few more
seconds, the beast was sucked dry of its mental energy by Omi, completely brain dead, and then
collapsed to the ground with a clatter.

Omi succeeded, originally Omi didn’t think he could succeed, he was just fighting to the death to give
Wanderlust and Xiao Meng a chance to escape, he didn’t expect that he really used the Sucking God’s
Great Law to kill the beast. A second to remember to read the book

But why does it feel so dizzy.

The head was dizzy, as if the whole world was spinning.

Omi had sensed that the God Sucking Great Law was starting to backfire, and with all of his meridians
crumbling, he had absolutely no way to resist that spiritual backlash.

“Bang.”Omi collapsed, with a smile on his lips, and said in an extremely faint voice, “Farewell, my
brothers.”

Wanderlust hugged Xiao Meng and ran wildly for a day and night, but finally, they escaped from the
Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts.

“Ahhhh.”Once they escaped the Ten Thousand Beast Forest, Long Tianya knelt on the ground, howling
and shouting, “Omi, Omi, Omi.”

“Oooooh.”Xiao Meng also fell to the ground and cried out in grief.

Two months ago, six people had entered the Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts, and two months later, only
the two of them had come out alive.

There were already countless examples that proved that every team of mercenaries that entered the
Ten Thousand Beast Forest could not come out intact unless they had absolute strength, and as
expected, Omi and the others could not be an exception.

Lang Tianya and Xiao Meng didn’t know how long they had been crying with grief, the sky had gone dark
until late night had fallen.

Only then did Long Tianya raised his head and said, “Xiao Meng, we need to hurry back and tell the
others about this.”

The next morning, Liu Yue, Wang Xing, Yang Yi Jian, Yan Qiang, Xu Mei Qian, Samira, Qi Xue Yun, Long
Tianqin, Liona, Simran, they had just gotten up, and as soon as they opened the window, they saw
Xiaomeng sitting on the ground outside the royal garden, lost in thought and dazed.Long Tianya

Also sitting on the stone staircase, also dazed.”Hey, you guys are back.”Simran said happily.

“Xiao Meng, when did you guys come back, why are you sitting on the floor?Why don’t you go in.”Xu
Mei Qian asked, as if she felt a bad feeling.

Liu Yue was busy saying, “Big brother Tianya, why are you sitting on the floor too?Where are the
others?Where’s Don Tzu-Chen?”

Wanderlust and words.

“You guys talk back.”Several people immediately got anxious.

Xiao Meng whimpered and cried out.

“What are you crying for?Where are the others?”Samira shouted.

Wanderer raised his head and said, “Dead.”

“What?Dead, are you kidding everyone?”

“Nima, what kind of joke is bad, to make such a joke, even you guys came back alive, I don’t believe Omi
and the others are dead.”Yang Yijian roared.

Xu Mei Qian grabbed Xiaomeng’s shoulder and asked, “Xiaomeng, tell me, what exactly
happened?Where are they people?”

Xiao Meng sadly said, “Wanderlust didn’t lie, Brother Omi, Big Brother Yi Tianxing, Sister Yang Huan, and
Sister Wei Sakura, they’re all dead.”

“Impossible.”Wang Xing shook his head and yelled, Wang Xing had always believed that Omi was a very
promising person and could not die.

“Oooooh.”Xiao Meng whimpered and cried, while everyone else was in a hurry and didn’t know what to
become, as if they didn’t believe it, but looking at the expressions of Xiao Meng and Wanderlust, it was
as if they didn’t even believe it.

“Ah, you guys make it clear to me, this isn’t real.”Samira roared.

Among everyone, only Yan Qiang was slightly more calm.

Yan Qiang asked solemnly, “Big brother Tianya, are you sure they’re all dead and you saw their corpses
with your own eyes?”

Wanderlust: “We were in the Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts and ran into the King’s Mercenaries, Omi
pleaded with him, but unfortunately, they let us keep the women.Of course we didn’t want to, Brother
Yi Tianxing, the first one, was chopped in half in front of us, and then, Sister-in-law Yang Huan couldn’t
bear the gruesome death of her husband, and didn’t want to be defiled by them, and also committed
suicide.Omi, in order to protect Xiaomeng and Wei Sakura, went so far as to cast Life Blood Hidden
again, killing them both of their Unity Realm Great Perfection and blocking two slashes from the King’s
mercenary leader.Omi’s meridians were shattered and all of us had no way to escape, at this critical
moment, the fire demon rushed out, we sat on the fire demon’s back and attempted to rush into the sky

to escape.However, the head of the king’s mercenary group was too strong, listening to the other
party’s tone, he was already able to fight with the old master of the Famous Sword Villa, such a strong
enemy, there was no way to counteract, the moment the fire demon rushed up into the air, that head of
the group once again killed with a single slash, his blade, one strike, simply unstoppable.The fire demon
would be split in half in mid-air by his slash, and at this critical moment, Wei Sakura gave up her life to
meet it, hindering that slash, before the fire demon had a chance to rush high into the sky with the rest
of us.However, the fire demon was also extremely badly injured, and after escaping with us for an
unknown distance, it couldn’t hold on any longer and landed on the ground with a crash,
unconscious.We all fell to the ground, and unfortunately, a beast of Unity Realm Perfection came
running, and on the verge of death, Omi let us escape and they came to stop the beast, but Omi’s
meridians were already shattered, and he was willing to sacrifice himself to stop the beast in order to
give us the time to escape.That’s how Xiao Meng and I ran for a day and night and escaped from the
Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts.”
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Everyone was already sobbing and crying, especially Xu Mei Qian, Liona and the others.

Yan Qiang asked, “Big brother Tianya, according to what you said, Yi Tianxing and Yang Huan, as well as
Wei Sakura, saw them die with their own eyes, while Omi, you didn’t see him die with your own eyes?”

“Yes, but at that time, Omi’s meridians were already shattered and his martial arts skills were not even
as good as mine and Xiao Meng’s, he said that Xiao Meng and I still had the strength to escape and he
had no strength left to stop that beast for us, I don’t think Omi could have defeated that beast at the
level of Unity Realm Perfection in that situation, he must have been torn apart by that beast for our sake
.Sob.”Wanderlust sobbed in grief.

Yan Qiang closed his eyes, two lines of tears flowed out, an unspoken dullness inside.

Dead, Omi, Yi Tianxing, Yang Huan, Wei Sakura, they all even died, this Destined One mercenary group,
disintegrated just like that.

“Pah.”Yan Qiang slapped himself hard and scolded, “It’s all because of my cheap mouth, if I didn’t have a
cheap mouth and suggested going to the Ten Thousand Beast Forest, they wouldn’t have died today.”

“Pah, pah, pah.”Yan Qiang beat himself with remorse, unable to forgive himself for his actions.

The entire hall of the Royal Garden was filled with cries of compassion.

After a long time, I don’t know how long, everyone sat paralyzed on the floor, seemingly disoriented,
not knowing what to do.

Only Yan Qiang was a little more awake, Yan Qiang said, “There’s no point in us crying and sitting like
this in sorrow, we must now find a way to confirm whether Omi is really dead or not, in addition, we
must also find a way to find the corpses of Big Brother Yi Tianxing, Sister-in-law Yang Huan, and Wei
Sakura and the others.”

“You went into the Ten Thousand Beast Forest to find them, you were the one who suggested
going.”Yang Yi Jian hatefully looked at Yan Qiang. First URL m.kanshu8.net

Yan Qiang was grief-stricken, and he didn’t argue, saying, “It’s true that I suggested that I would come
here, and I’m guilty as hell.”

Lang Tian Ya said, “They just died, and they’re starting infighting?Entering the Forest of Ten Thousand
Beasts isn’t anyone’s fault, no one wanted this to happen, Yan Qiang is right, there’s no point in us
sitting here crying now, at least we have to go first to confirm if Omi is dead, if he is, we must bring his
body back, as well as Yi Tianxing, Yang Huan, and Wei Sakura.”

“But how are we going to confirm who dares to enter the Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts.”

Yan Qiang said, “We can go to the king of the Cang Lan Empire and pray for his help, then we can take a
flying ship into the Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts, this is at least safer, just be careful not to run into the
Sky Beasts.”

“Then it’s not too late, I, and Yan Qiang, Liu Yue, Wang Xing, enter the palace of the Cang Blue Empire,
the rest of you, wait for the news here, be sure to calm Xu Mei Qian, Liona, Simran and the others
down.”

“Good.”

Lang Tianya immediately entered the palace with Yan Qiang, Liu Yue, Wang Xing, and the four of them.

“Hey, you guys are here, Omi and the others haven’t come out of the Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts
yet?”The king of the pale shirts asked.

The four men’s eyes reddened.

“Uh.”The Pale Shirt King’s brows furrowed.

“Reporting to the king, Omi and the others had an accident in the Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts.”

“What happened?”

dissipated

Aiya told the King of the Pale Shirt once more about what happened in the Forest of Ten Thousand
Beasts.

“Ah, how could this happen, Omi is such a genius, alas, pity, pity, what a pity, he had a bright future, but
he didn’t expect that the heavens would be jealous of him and he would fall like this, pity, pity.”The King
of Pale Shirts said pity repeatedly.

“Your Majesty the King, we implore you, help us, fly a flying ship into the Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts
to search for Omi, in case Omi isn’t dead yet.”Yan Qiang knelt down and said.

King Cang Shirt shook his head and said, “It’s impossible to still be alive in that situation, so don’t be too
sad.”

“Your Majesty, please.”

“Entering the Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts is no small matter, even I, if I’m unlucky and encounter a
powerful beast, I’ll be lost in it.”

Lang Tian Ya and the others knew that the Cang Shirt King would not accompany them into the Ten
Thousand Beast Forest, let alone send someone along, it was tantamount to a very big adventure, and
for a dead man to bring back his corpse and venture into the Ten Thousand Beast Forest was not worth
it at all.People were realistic, and besides, it wasn’t like the King of Cang Shirt and Omi were good
friends, there was no obligation.

At this moment, a man from outside came in to report, “Reporting to Your Majesty, the King’s
Mercenaries are here.”

“Quickly, quickly, welcome.”The king of the pale shirts hurriedly ordered, not daring to slow down in the
slightest, with the strength of the King’s Mercenary Corps, he could exterminate the Pale Blue Empire
with a flip of his hand.

Lang Tian Ya’s face changed when he heard the words King’s Mercenary Corps, while his face displayed
extraordinary anger.

However, anger was still anger, and if they were bumped into by the King’s Mercenary Corps at the
moment, they would undoubtedly be annihilated by all of the King’s Mercenary Corps.

“Your Majesty Cang Shirt, I implore you not to let the King’s Mercenary Corps know about us coming
here, or even about our mercenary group living in your royal garden.”Wanderlust pleaded.

The pale shirted king nodded his head and pale walked out of the palace to go, the reception of the
king’s mercenary group was the key event.

The four of Long Tianya left from behind.

Wang Xing gritted his teeth and said, “King’s Mercenary Corps, I won’t, forget it, forget it.”Wang Xing
wanted to say that he wouldn’t let them go, but he couldn’t say it because it was hard to say if he had
any chance of surpassing innate talent, he wasn’t even on the same level, and he would make himself
laugh even if he said it.

The king of the pale shirts went outside the palace, a flying ship landed, and the sixteen men of the
king’s mercenary group walked down, and, there were two corpses carried down as well.

“Greetings Captain, you’re back, by the way, how are these two?”The Cang Shirt King knowingly asked,
he had just learned from Long Tian Ya that the King’s Mercenaries had been killed by two by Omi, if this
matter was spread out, it would definitely cause a sensation in the world, to be able to kill two people
from the King’s Mercenaries was by no means a trivial matter, in this world, I’m afraid that only those
thirty strong men at the peak of the Unity Realm would be able to do it.

Therefore, in the heart of the Cang Shirt King, he actually quite admired Omi, although Omi’s mercenary
group was also miserable, but he had killed at least two of the strongest members of the King’s
mercenary group, with this was enough to be proud of the world.

The leader of the king’s mercenary group said with a cold face, “Create me two ice coffins, don’t ask
why.”

“Ah, them, them.”

“I told you not to ask why.”The head of the king’s mercenary group’s gaze was cold, and the pale shirt
king’s body was icy cold.
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“Yes.”

“Also, prepare a fine room for my brothers, superb food, and women.”

“Yes.”

Behind the leader of the king’s mercenary group, one of the men touched the two corpses and said,
“Brother A-Burst, Brother Eugene, we have arrived at the Pale Blue Empire, don’t worry, we’ll have them
create ice coffins right away, we’ll send you, intact, back to your hometown, for sure.”

The Pale Shirt King felt the atmosphere was fearful, and turned around in a panic to order his servants to
prepare the room, wine, food, and beauty.

Soon, the king’s mercenaries were arranged to go to one of the royal gardens, of course, not the garden
where Long Tian Ya and the others were staying, there was more than one royal garden, but another
one far away from them, from this point, the pale shirt king was also generous enough, although he
didn’t promise to search for Omi, but at least he didn’t fall on his sword.

When Long Tianya and the others returned to the garden where they were staying, everyone asked, “Is
King Cang Shirt willing to accompany us into the Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts, or send that Unity
Realm Perfection underling of his to help us search for Omi?”

Yan Qiang said, “Don’t dream, people are realistic, now, we have to go in there ourselves, in a flying ship
to find them, but we might all die in the Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts.”

“It’s the only thing we can still do for our dead brothers, even if it’s death, immediately, immediately,
enter the Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts.”

The group of people, boarding the flying ship, immediately headed to the Forest of Ten Thousand
Beasts.

After a day of slow travel, gradually retrieving the traces they had escaped from before, they finally
found the place where they had encountered the beast before, the place where Omi’s incident had
occurred.On this day, it was fortunate that they didn’t encounter the powerful sky beast, or else they all
died in battle. Remember the URL ．kanshu8．net

“Yes, this is the place where we crashed and then fell into that valley ahead.”

Everyone immediately jumped down into the valley.

“This is the place.”

Everyone saw a lot of blood on the ground, but Omi was nowhere to be seen.

“Where’s Omi?Didn’t you guys say that Don Omi was right here fighting that beast to the death?”Xu
Mei Qian growled, not seeing Omi and immediately became anxious.

“Oooh.”Xiao Meng cried out again.

Yan Qiang asked, “Could it be that you remembered the wrong place?”

“No, my memory can’t be wrong.” ….

Wanderlust also said, “It is indeed here.”

“What about Omi?Even if he was killed by that beast, then there should be a corpse.”Yang Yijian said.

“Not necessarily, what did the beast kill the human for?It was to eat the humans, or perhaps, the beast
ate the corpse of the Don after it killed the Don.Although we don’t want to admit it, we actually have
the answer in our minds already.”Yan Qiang said.

“Bang.”Yang Yi Jian knocked Yan Qiang to the ground with his sword and said angrily, “What do you
mean by that, do you wish for Omi to be eaten up?”

After a while of silence, Long Tian Ya said, “Yan Qiang is merely the only one who still has a shred of
sanity, it’s not that he cursed Omi to be eaten, inside each of us, we actually already have this answer,
we just don’t want to admit it, what can be done by beating him.It’s just a matter of time, since Omi’s
corpse can’t be found here, let’s go find Yi Tianxing, Yang Huan, and Wei Sakura’s corpse, even if we can
bring back a corpse, it’s worth it.”

Yan Qiang suddenly asked, “Wait a minute, Fire Devil?I thought you said that the fire demon fell down
with serious injuries, where is it?”

“Huh, yeah, the fire demon, the fire demon is over there where it fell.”Wanderlust pointed to a large
rock not far away next to it.

Everyone rushed over.

There was no Fire Demon either.

“Could it be that the fire demon escaped with Omi?”Uranus said.

Just then, in the crack of the rock behind him, a kitten-sized earth beast came out, it was Fire Devil.

“Fire Demon, you, you’re still here, where’s Omi?Come on, where’s Omi?”Lang Tian Ya was busy
asking.

Fire Devil looked weak and said, “My brother is dead.”

“Impossible, you say that again.”

“I woke up in a daze, and I saw that Brother Chen was really dead, only, not killed by that beast

, was killed by another, stronger beast.I killed the first beast, and after that I was completely
unconscious, but the praying mantis was in a coma, and after I was unconscious, another beast came
out of nowhere and ate me, and I was afraid I would have been eaten if I hadn’t fought to the death to
get into the rock.”

“Ah.”Everyone sat down on the ground, dead, before there was still a hope inside, but now, the hope
was completely shattered, Omi, really dead.

Only after a long time, Yan Qiang said, “What are you all sitting here for, are you waiting for the beast to
come up and eat?Omi can’t be found, and there’s also Yi Tianxing, Yang Huan, and Wei Sakura’s body
that we need to find.”

Everyone, grief-stricken, entered the flying ship again, and Xu Mei Qian and Liona, who had fainted to
death several times, were finally carried into the flying ship by the others.

After that, everyone once again found the place where Yi Tianxing and Yang Huan, as well as Wei Sakura
had died before, but unfortunately, the result was the same, there was nothing but bloodstains.

As a matter of fact, everyone had already understood that the search was in vain, just to give everyone a
psychological comfort, there were so many beasts here, they would be eaten up in minutes, and it had
been two days, it was strange to still find their bodies.

The lost souls of the crowd, in the end, didn’t know how they got back to the Pale Blue Empire.

After returning to the Pale Blue Empire, everyone didn’t eat, drink, or speak, and spent the dark ten
days like this.

This Destined One Mercenary Group, where should it go in the future, without the existence of Omi, the
head of the group, what was the meaning of the existence of the Destined One Mercenary Group.

“Disband it, the continued existence of the Destined One Mercenary Corps will only give everyone
endless sorrow, without Omi’s existence, this mercenary corps has long since scattered.”

“Oooh, scattered, scattered.”A few women were grieving, unable to cry anymore, their voices had
been mute for ten days.

“Is everyone really just scattered.”

“Or what, continue to grieve like this?”

“Alright, break it up, but I will always remember that I am a member of the Destined Ones mercenary
group.In the future, all of us who have any hope of becoming strong must avenge Omi, Yi Tianxing, Yang
Huan, Wei Sakura and the others, if not, we will be struck by lightning from heaven.”

“Good, I, Long Tianya, will be the first to swear that I will avenge their hatred in this life.”Long Tianya
nodded fiercely, out of all these people, he was the one who had the most hope of becoming strong.

The rest of them nodded as well.

Scattered, just like that, the Destined One Mercenary Group founded by Omi was scattered.

Long Tianya brought his sister Long Tianqin and found a new home in a distant place.

Yan Qiang returned to the Yanhuang Empire and continued to muddle along, being his ordinary, and
despised, prince.

Liona and Simran, mourning is no better than having their hearts dead, and they both return to Linjiang
City, deciding to keep the love of their lives for Omi, and they no longer practice martial arts.

Samira, Wang Xing, Yang Yijian, Qi Xueyun, Xu Mei Qian, they each returned to their own families,
becoming the backbone of their own families, guarding their own families.

As for Omi, ever since that time, his fame had completely spread throughout the world, as he had killed
two strong men of the King’s Mercenaries, and there were only thirty people in the entire world who
could do that, so Omi became a world celebrity.

However, it was only a world celebrity.

After half a year, everyone gradually stopped talking about Omi as well.

A year later, the initial enthusiasm waned, and only occasional people talked about this fallen genius.

Other than that, there was no other news about Omi.

As for the Yanhuang Empire, during this one year period, there was another major event that happened,
that is, the head of the King’s Mercenary Corps, killed Yan Long, took control of the Yanhuang Empire,
and became the new king of the Yanhuang Empire, and as a result, Yan Yu went missing.

There was also a sensational event around the world, the head of the King’s Mercenary Corps,
challenged the old master of the Famous Sword Villa, and fought for three hours in the battle of Chang
Tian Lake, and in the end, he killed the old master.He became the only one, in the world, who was able
to defeat and kill the strongest man at the peak of the Unity Realm before he even stepped into the
pinnacle of the Unity Realm.Therefore, the leader of the King’s Mercenaries became the 30th strongest
man in the world, and after he became the king of the Yan Huang Empire, he was not blamed by anyone,
but was instead embraced by many people, and the Yan Huang Empire became one of the top ranked
empires in the world in terms of power.
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At this moment, on the northwest edge of the Ten Thousand Beast Forest, in a backward and poor town,
Mu Qianji sat down in an equally backward town tavern.

When the people next to him saw Mu Qianji sitting down, they didn’t know why, but they always felt an
evil aura and sat farther away.

Mu Qianyi suddenly picked up the sword on the table.

“Don’t, I can’t kill anymore.”Mu Qianyi’s heart was telling herself.

However, it was as if she couldn’t be controlled by her own heart.

“Buzz.”Mu Qianji was finally unable to control the hostility within her heart, which overcame reason.

Mu Qianji killed with a sword towards the ordinary people who had just evaded her.

“Dang.”Suddenly, a man jumped out and blocked Mu Qianji’s sword, saying, “Girl, why is the hostility
so great, the others are just staying away from you a bit, but you want to kill.”

“Get out of my way.”Mu Qianji said as the sword in her hand was trembling slightly, as if she extremely
wanted human blood to nourish it.

Mu Qianji didn’t want to kill anyone, but she couldn’t help herself, the reason she appeared in this
sparsely populated, remote place was that she didn’t want to see too many people.Therefore, Mu Qianji
lived in a cave at the edge of the Ten Thousand Beast Forest every day, and every week or so, she came
to this small town tavern to eat and change her clothes along the way, and she had been living like this
for more than half a year.

When she first obtained the Burial Moon Sword, she thought she could control it, but she didn’t expect
that it was really evil, and not only could Mu Qianyi not control it, she also caused herself to be
extremely traumatized, her heart was getting more and more violent and bloodthirsty, and she wanted
to kill people at every word. One second to remember to read the book

“Girl, if you kill again, don’t come to my tavern to eat in the future.”The elderly man who had just
stopped Mu Qianji’s sword said, so he was the owner of this tavern.

“Buzz.”Mu Qianji’s sword shook fiercely.

“Wow.”That elderly man suddenly flew out into the street.

Just then, behind Mu Qianji, an elderly woman poured a basin of cold water over Mu Qianji’s head.

Stimulated by the cold water, Mu Qianji felt his head clear up.

“Did I almost kill someone again just now?”

The older woman who splashed the cold water said, “Yes, and you hit my husband flying.”

“I’m sorry.”Mu Qianji looked at the street outside, and sure enough, he flew out the restaurant’s
owner.

The elderly woman didn’t say anything, she put a large bowl of noodles in front of Mu Qianji and said,
“You’d better not come to my restaurant to eat in the future, you’re too dangerous, you can’t even
control your actions, if it wasn’t for the fact that our couple is also a late Unity Realm martial artist living
in seclusion, we would have been killed by you, but your martial arts skills are improving day by day,
maybe one day, weCouples will be killed by you.”

“Good.”Mu Qianji nodded, sat down, put down the Burial Moon Sword in his hand, and then wolfed
down his noodles.

The owner and the owner’s wife, who were tired of the strife in the rivers and lakes and lived in
seclusion, opened the tavern here as a pair of ordinary people, and usually didn’t have many customers,
only the occasional customer who attempted to enter the Forest of Ten Thousand Beasts.

Mu Qianji only came here once a week, and was usually in the mountains, so it was rare to have a bowl
of noodles at the moment, a whole big bowl, and in no time at all, he had eaten most of it.

At this moment, a small

The girl was outside, and said to the tavern owner’s wife, “Salt Granny, that strange man has come to
my sheep pen again to drink the milk of my sheep, Salt Granny, you are so good at martial arts, help me
to fight off that strange man.”

“Little Green, you are mistaken, Salt Granny I really won’t misunderstand.”

“Salt Granny, then help me to chase away that strange man, okay.”

The tavern owner’s wife laughed, “Little Green, the weird man is also a human being, he just stole your
goat’s milk and didn’t harm your sheep ah, people are also strange and pitiful, people should have a kind
heart.”

“Oh.”

“Green, go back and tell your mother that in the future when the strange man comes to steal your
goat’s milk, don’t beat that strange man.”

“But my mother beats him severely every time she sees him.”

“Ugh.”The boss lady sighed deeply.

After Mu Qianji drank the whole night’s noodles, the boss’s wife came over and asked, “Want more?”

“Full, thanks, I’m going to take a shower and change clothes.”

“Your clothes have been upstairs in the sun for seven days, go get them yourself, I’ll go to Greenie’s
house to check on her, don’t let her mother kill the weirdo.”

Mu Qianji stopped and asked, “I heard many months ago that a strange man used to get into their goat
pen and steal goat’s milk, what’s going on?”

“It’s just a strange man, insane or crazy, I don’t know where he lives, who else is in his family, in the
past few months, he’s often been spotted getting into the sheepfold and stealing goat’s milk, the town’s
residents beat him once they see him, if you’re interested, you can come with me to Little Green’s house
to take a look.”

Mu Qianji shook his head, “I’m just asking casually.”After saying that, Mu Qianji went upstairs, took a
shower at the tavern, changed into clean clothes, and then, the dirty old clothes scrubbed themselves
and dried in the attic.

After changing clean clothes, Mu Qianji felt refreshed, standing on the attic, looking out over the ruined
town, because this town is mostly one floor bungalows, so even standing on the second floor of the
attic, surprisingly able to see very far.

Mu Qianji saw that not far from her, in the sheep pen of a private house, a woman was holding a
wooden stick and driving a dirty man.The dirty man, crouched under one of the sheep, quietly sucking
on the milk of the goat, no matter how much the woman beat him, he just did not move away, as if he
was not afraid of pain, the woman did not seem to withdraw.

Outside the sheep pen, the tavern owner’s wife was talking to the woman just now, as if she was trying
to persuade her.

Mu Qianji’s eyebrows furrowed lightly, because Mu Qianji could see that the strange man who couldn’t
leave no matter how he beat her, was obviously a trained martial artist, a trained martial artist, why did
he become like this?

So, when Mu Qianji developed a slight interest, he leapt into the distance and flew off into the distance,
ending up on the roof of that family’s house.

At this point, the strange man seemed to have had enough, which was why he dropped his pacifier and
was ready to go.

The woman of the sheepfold, who had already held back her anger, picked up a stick and chased after
the strange man, who seemed to be unable to walk and was crawling desperately on the ground like a
wild animal, being chased by the owner of the sheepfold.

Mu Qianji suddenly felt that the strange man looked a bit familiar, but the strange man’s face was black
with only two eyes, and his body was also black with a layer of mud, and he had already lost his clothes.

“Wait a minute.”Mu Qianji suddenly shouted.

The woman who was chasing the strange man stopped and looked at Mu Qianji in fear.

